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**Program**

**Wednesday, September 26**

Room: Seminar Room I, Institute of Philosophy

14:00  Welcome and Opening

14:15-15:00  **PHILOLOGICAL PRACTICES: A COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL LEXICON**

General introduction, conceptual outlines and structure of the lexicon

Introduction by Glenn W. Most, Anne Eusterschulte and Martin Kern

Discussion – Comments

15:00-16:30  **AREA CHINESE**

Lemmata – Introduction – Articles

Presentation: Prof. Martin Kern (Princeton): Classical Chinese

Prof. Joachim Kurtz (Heidelberg): Imperial Chinese

Discussion – Comments

16:30  Coffee Break
17:00-18:00  *AREA JAPANESE*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Presentation: Prof. David Lurie (Columbia NY)
Discussion – Comments

18:00-19:00  *AREA SANSKRIT*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Christopher Minkowsky (Oxford)
Discussion – Comments

**Thursday, September 27**
Room: Seminar Room, Institute of Philosophy

9:00-10:30  *AREA MIDDLE PERSIAN / MODERN PERSIAN*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Alberto Cantera (FU Berlin)
Prof. Rajeev Kinra (Northwestern, Chicago)
Discussion – Comments

10:30-11:30  *AREA ARABIC*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Beatrice Gründler (FU Berlin)
Discussion – Comments

11:30  Coffee Break

12:00-13:00  *AREA HEBREW*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Hindy Najman (New York/Oxford)
Discussion – Comments

13:00  Lunch Break

14:00-15:00  *AREA ARAMAIC / SYRIAC*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Jack Tannous (Princeton)
Discussion – Comments

15:00-16:00  *AREA LATIN*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Robert Kaster (Princeton)
Discussion – Comments

16:00  Coffee Break

16:30-17:30  *AREA CLASSICAL GREEK / BYZANTINE*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Filippomaria Pontani (Venice)
Discussion – Comments

17:30-18:30  *AREA OLD SLAVONIC*
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles
Prof. Florentina Badalanova (FU Berlin)
Discussion – Comments
Friday, September 28  
Room: Seminar Room, Institute of Philosophy

9:00-10:00  AREA PHILOLOGY IN MESOPOTAMIA  
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles  
Prof. Eva Cancik-Kirschbaum (FU Berlin)  
Discussion – Comments

10:00-11:00  AREA ARMENIAN  
Lemmata – Introduction – Articles  
Prof. Valentina Calzolari (Geneva)  
Discussion – Comments

11:00-11.15 Coffee Break

11:15-12:00  FINAL DISCUSSION

The conference is open to the public. We kindly ask to register via e-mail in advance. For registration and for more information please contact:

Sara Ehrentraut, s.ehrentraut@fu-berlin.de